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Adding More Value To India’S Babudom
Cricket As Mood-Setter
Cricket has become a national mood-setter for both
India and Pakistan, especially when the two play against
each other. After the Pakistani team lost to India in the
initial stages of the just concluded Champions Trophy, it
seemed like the former had conceded a military contest
in the battlefield. A similar sense of gloom has pervaded
here after Pakistan roundly outplayed India in the final of
the tournament. All of this has to do largely with the
hostile relationship the two countries share. And yet,
should victory or defeat in cricket become a metaphor
for dominance of one over the other? Is cricket not just
a game which is to be won or lost, with no discredit to
the losing team, at least not to the extent that it is seen
as some sort of a great betrayal of nationhood or nationalism? Surely, neither the Pakistani nor the Indian
players, when they face each other on the pitch, view it
as such. Instead they are tuned in to the task at hand —
which is to play well and win. Public pressure and perception on both sides, unfortunately, seek to determine
that such is not the mindset; and that the cricketers are
viewed as symbols of national pride and ought to be
condemned if they let their country down. When this
becomes the dominating, nay, domineering narrative, all
sense of balance is lost. Of course, an India-Pakistan
cricket match has an unmatchable importance for both
nations — particularly because a contest between them
has been rare of late, and rarer in the final of a tournament. To the extent that it enlivens competition, a sense
of jingoism on either side is not just inevitable but also
welcome.

It is a continuing debate
as to whether domain expertise or at least some knowledge is essential, or excellent
man management and commitment is adequate for a
CEO to succeed in any or-

ganisation, be it in the manufacturing or the service sector. Erstwhile telecom czar
Sam Pitroda’s excellent track
record of ushering in a
telecom revolution more than
two decades ago, was a clas-

which saw him through thick
and thin to deliver truly lasting results.
As Chairman of India’s
Telecom Commission, Pitroda

World Television Premieres of the biggest
Magicbricks teams up with Ola for South Indian blockbusters on Sony MAX

free site-visits with Ola Rentals
Keeping in line with the
philosophy of ‘Doing Much
More’ for its valuable customers, Magicbricks, India’s No.1
property site, today announced the expansion of a
strategic partnership with
Ola, India’s most popular
mobile app for transportation.
The two leading brands
launched an industry-first pilot project, wherein, prospective home-buyers on
Magicbricks availed free rides
to find the right home
through Ola Rentals -cabs by
the hour. After a successful
pilot project in Bengaluru and
Pune, the companies are now
planning to extend the partnership to other key markets
as well.
The real estate market in
both Pune and Bengaluru has
stayed resilient amidst demonetization and they have
witnessed an upward trend

ever since. The free service
was available for properties
across all segments.
Karan Primlani, Head Corporate Development, Alliances & M&A, Magicbricks
said, “Making site visits is an
integral part of the home buying journey for all prospective
home buyers. Being India’s
No.1 property site our aim is
to come up with industry-first
innovative products that
make the home buying journey a pleasurable experience
for all prospective home buyers. We are glad to announce
our strategic tie-up with Ola
to provide free site visit facilities for all prospective
home buyers.We have successfully executed the pilot
project with Ola in Pune and
Bengaluru and we are now
planning to extend this service to other cities in the
months to come.” (19-10)

PlastAsia 2017 one of the biggest Plastics
Ahmedabad Enjoys Delicious and
Show in Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
"PLASTASIA- 2017" organised in association with
PLASTIC MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
OF INDIA (PMMAI) is proud
to be an arena where you can
take advantage of the
upcoming opportunities and
expand your market through
your machinery and knowhow to the regional manufacturers.
The maiden PLASTASIA
Exhibition was held in 2004
at Palace Grounds, Bangalore
and continued to be held
once in 3 years at Bangalore.
The timings of PLASTASIA
had been planned with a view
to get maximum participation
from the Industry.
PLASTASIA-2017 in its
sixth edition will showcase
the latest technology and
machineries used in manufacturing of plastics and petrochemicals with participation
from different parts of the
world. This event will be an
excellent platform for exhibi-

sic example of domain expertise coupled with, commitment, superb man management and, last but not the
least, firm political backing

SonyMAX, the leading
Hindi movie channel presents
a dynamic collection of South
Indian dubbed Hindi movies
with a guarantee to leave the
audience with a thrilling experience. The world television
premiers of the most awaited
action movies will be
showcasedevery weekend on

prime time slots.
With ‘Action Super Kings’,
Sony MAX will be premiering
movies that are a lethal blend
of action,romanceand comedy.
“Tune in to Sony MAX for
anaction-packed month every
Saturday from 24th June to
29th July”(19-10)

Kamdhenu Limited Launches
‘KAMDHENU NXT’ in Ahmedabad

soon realised limitations of an
advisory role when he could
call the shots and decide key
policies but unable to implement it on the ground, and
opted to downgrade himself
to Secretary of the Telecom
Ministry in order to get things
done in a time-bound manner. Pitroda also had the advantage of a long innings of
more than six years, though
under different Prime Ministers who were impressed
enough by his technical expertise and commitment to
provide unstinted support.
Similarly, Ram Vinay
Shahi, with his domain knowledge and track record of
managing BSES (Bombay
Suburban Electricity Supply),
in a new avatar as Secretary
of the vital Power Ministry
from 2002 to 2007, managed
to bring about radical
changes with his landmark
Electricity Act of 2003, putting
India’s energy sector firmly
on a path of sustained and
meaningful growth.
E Sreedharan, a seasoned
railway engineer, who was at

the helm of Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) for a almost a decade, changed the
way commuters moved
within the National Capital
Region and its suburbs.
With a foot fall approaching the three million mark,
the DMRC has introduced a
fast, comfortable, safe, and
pollution-free travel now being replicated in other metros. For his yeoman services,
he was awarded the Padma
Shri — followed a few years
later by the Padma
Vibhushan. He was also
honoured as the Indian of
the Year in public services,
and Indian of the year by
the television channel, CNNIBN, before he bowed out.
Last but not the least is
the success story of
A a d h a a r,
c o n c e i ve d ,
planned in meticulous detail
and implemented
by
Nandan Nilekani with his
hand picked team of equally
bril l iant and dedicated
team, covering over one billion Indians within a short
period of five years.

Iconic Surya Palace
rebrands to Grand Mercure

Healthy Snacking, with Almonds

tors to publicise and display
their products, innovation and
services, build brand image
and develop leadership in
market position in the global
areas. It will be an ideal stage
for those who are interested
to explore and acknowledge
the most recent technologies
and trends of the relevant
market as well as exhibit a
vast range of products and
services related to the PLASTIC INDUSTRY.

Colgate Scholarship Offer- A small step
towards your child's bright future!

Ahmedabad, Almonds –
known as the king of all nuts
are not only versatile, crunchy
and delicious but also offer
natural goodness in every
bite. They contain many essential nutrients, including
protein and healthy fats, making them a nutrient-rich snack
that can help keep you going
throughout the day. This was
demonstrated during an interactive and fun afternoon
hosted by Almond Board of
California atFour Points By
Sheraton inAhmedabad today.
While demonstrating
quick snack recipes made
with almonds, popular Chef
Akshay Katti spoke about the
versatility of almonds and the
ease with which they can be
flavoured. Hedemonstrated
the adaptability of these nuts
of good health, in an interactive session and also shared
simple tips on ways to incorporate almonds in one’s daily
diet.Also present at the

event, eminent nutritionist
Komal Patel shed light on the
multiple health and nutritional benefits of consuming
almonds every day.
Chef Akshay Katti, prepared a few simple yet delicious almond snack recipes in
a matter of minutes and said,
“Eating healthy does not
mean you only stick to three
meals a day. Smart snacking
is the key! Consuming almonds instead of unwholesome snacks, can make a
healthy difference to our
lives. Try flavouring almonds
at home with your favourite
spices to give your family as
a snack. You can also pair
them with summer foods
such as mangoesor melons to
make a healthy and tasty
snack”. He added, “Keep almonds always handy in your
kitchens so you can keep experimenting with flavouring
and pairing. This way you will
never forget your perfect
daily portion.” (19-10)

Ahmedabad, Kamdhenu
Ltd., a full-scale one stop
home building materials company has launched next generation high-end interlock
steel TMT bar ‘Kamdhenu
NXT’ in the city. Mr Sunil
Agarwal, Director, Kamdhenu
Limited, launched the brand
along with the Directors of
Authorized Manufacturing
units of ‘Kamdhenu Brand
TMT’ under user license
agreement, Mr. Yogesh Bhai
Patel of Someshware Ispat
Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Rajan Jain and
Mr. Pradeep Agarwal of
Agarwal TMT industries Pvt.,
Ltd. More than 200 dealers
and distributors from
Ahmedabad and adjoining
areas are likely to be present
on the occasion.
‘Kamdhenu NXT’ is an innovative product which has
the characteristic to make
new engineered reinforcement structures and smart
architectural concepts more
robust by providing 2.5 times
stronger concrete-steel interlock. Developed to address
the need for steel bar that can
form the strongest bond with

concrete, ‘Kamdhenu NXT’ is
not only technologically advanced but also meets customers’ affordability expectations.
Announcing the launch,
Mr Sunil Agarwal, Director,
Kamdhenu Limited said,
“Ahmedabad is on a development spree. The visionary
Smart City project, rapid
infrastructural growth and
high-rise structures are redefining the skyline of the
city. We are delighted to be a
part of this growth journey as
‘Kamdhenu NXT’ will
strengthen the foundations
for upcoming projects.
‘Kamdhenu NXT’ is not only
an outcome of quality research but also a testament
to our commitment to revolutionize industrial practices
by developing best in class
products. We plan to increase
our production capacity to 2
lac MT by next year in the
state and are hopeful that
‘Kamdhenu NXT’ will witness
an overwhelming response
from individual home builders and developers alike.”
(13-1)

Vadodara: Surya Palace,
the iconic hotel in the city of
Vadodara
has
been
rebranded to Grand Mercure
Vadodara Surya Palace. For
30 years, Surya Palace has
set impeccable service standards and has established a
benchmark for hospitality in
the city.
Strategically located in
proximity to Vadodara’s business district and corporate
hubs, the hotel is the first
Grand Mercure to launch in
the state of Gujarat. Featuring 146 well-appointed guest
rooms including five suites,
Azure an all-day dining restaurant, Vanilla a delicatessen, an outdoor pool, a fitness and wellness center, the
hotel is a mere 2 minute drive
from the railway station and

10 minutes from the airport.
Popular city attractions like
Maharaja Sayajirao University
of Baroda (M.S. University),
Sayaji Garden, Baroda Museum and Laxmi Vilas Palace
are a 5 minute drive away
and the UNESCO World Heritage site of ChampanerPavagarh is a 50 minute drive
away from the hotel.
“We are delighted to associate with AccorHotels and
rebrand Surya Palace as
Grand Mercure Vadodara
Surya Palace. The hotel has
always resonated with
Vadodara, its people, art and
culture. An appreciation of
craftsmanship and a commitment to elegance are woven
throughout the hotel,” said
Piyush Shah, Managing Director, Jindal Hotels Ltd. (1-7)

Fisana will organise second
national convention at USA

Bank of India - Ghar Ghar Dastak- Mahotsav
Colgate-Palmolive India
Limited, the market leader in
Oral Care in India, has
launched its annual Colgate
Scholarship Offer. As a part
of this limited-edition offer,
valid till July 31, 2017, Colgate
is offering more than 300
scholarships worth more than
Rs. 52 lacs, to help children
take small yet meaningful
steps in fulfilling their dreams.
Since its launch in 2009,
Colgate's Scholarship Offer
has been contributing to the
lives of children by giving
them and their families a future to smile about. So far,
the program has enabled
more than 1000 Indian families, from across 100 cities, to
give their children a bright future - be it in dance, sports,
music,
or
academic

educations.
The 2017 Colgate Scholarship Offer has more than just
scholarships to offer. While
purchase of the product is not
mandatory to participate in
the scholarship offer, those
who buy a pack of Colgate
Dental Cream (100gm and
above)also get a free onemonth video tutorial subscription, worth Rs. 999 each, of
BYJU'S - the education app for
school students best known
for its maths and science
lessons.To make education
accessible for everyone,
Colgate along with BYJUshas
created special audio lectures
for the deserving little ones
who cannot access the app.
To know more rush to your
nearest store and pick your
pack today! (20-4)
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Relationship beyond
banking has been the style
of Bank of India during the
past & the present and Bank
is pursuing it on a sounder
platform in the future. For
Bank of India, there have
been many satisfying milestones, but what the BOI
really prides itself on, is its
customer orientation and the
joy of winning their trust.
Bank of India is observing a marketing drive, a
mass contact programme
called as “Ghar Ghar Dastak”
Mahotsav throughout the
country to generate more

leads and more business
under retail assets, liabilities
and enhance mobile banking, digitization across all the
branches. Under “Ghar Ghar
Dastak” means “door to
door” under which all the
staff approach and meet the
existing as well as prospective customers, soliciting further business from them.
Bank believes strongly
that the bankers’ job does
not end with lending money
alone but it must promote
banking beyond transactions.
BOI is privileged to have
not only a good network of

branches around the Globe
but has vast majority of loyal
customers. The unstinted

patronage extended by the
customers has taken the
Bank to its present predominant position in the Indian
Banking Scenario. Today,
BOI boasts of many new initiatives in product offerings,
market penetration, relationship management and image
building and above all an attitude of taking the competition head on.
It reveals the fact that
every staff member belong
to the Bank as they would
to their own family. The en-

tire atmosphere of the Bank
at all levels is so created as
top enthuse employees to
voluntarily participate in all
of Bank’s causes.
Bank has taken a number
of initiatives in a host of areas spanning from increasing the Customer base, enlarging the International
footprint to delivering on the
Social responsibility front for
a sustainable growth. After
all, Bank of India’s tag line
says “Relationship beyond
Banking”.

Ahmedabad, Indians are
present at every corner of the
world but no one Indian can
forget his or her country like
India. They are celebrating
every festival with all charms.
Senior Citizens Group ‘Federation Of Indo-American
Seniors Associations Of North
America’ will organise second
National Convention and
Trade Fair at USA. More than
30000 NRIs and Indian-US
Business Deligates will be
present at the occation.
More than 20000 senior
citizens are will be present at
this Grand Show. The Grand
Show is beautiful Integration
of Indian Handicraft and culture. It’s main aim is to
spread Indian Handicraft to
all over the world and with
this foreign artists will also be
familiar with our art of Handicraft. The Grand Show will
exhibit handicraft of various

states. There is great opportunity for Privileged artisans
of Indian Handicraft because
they will directly connect with
International market.
The Grand Show - ‘Mile
Sur Mera Tumhara’ will be
organised by Indian senior
citizens and at this occation
music, dance and ‘Dayra’ are
also included in this Show
where young Indian artists
will participate.
Fiasana’s
President
Popatbhai Patel says about
‘Mile Sur Mera Tumhara’, ‘The
Grand Show which will be
organised by senior citizens
group ‘Federation of IndoAmerican Seniors Associations of North America’ will be
the biggest platform for Indian Artisans of Handicraft
and Artists. At the same time,
Indian culture will be helpful
for strong bonding between
USA-India. (19-10)
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President of India condoles the passing away of President of Vanuatu India and Portugal Sign A Historical agreement
The President of India, and Speaker of Parliament of Lonsdale steadfastly steered the Republic of Vanuatu. Presi-

Shri Pranab Mukherjee has
condoled the passing away of
the President of the Republic
of Vanuatu, H.E. Baldwin
Jacobson Lonsdale. In a message to H.E. Mr. Esmon
Saimon, the Acting President

the Republic of Vanuatu, the
President has said, “We are
deeply saddened to learn
about the untimely demise of
H.E. Baldwin Jacobson
Lonsdale, President of the
Republic of Vanuatu. President

Gujarat is a Cultural hub for
Fashion - Manu Sharma, Superdry

Vanuatu through difficult
times. With wisdom and foresight, he forged ever-stronger
international-partnerships for

dent Lonsdale was instrumental in strengthening of bilateral relations between India
and Republic of Vanuatu.

Soch Announces
Its Red Dot Sale

to promote Cooperation in The Field of Archives
A Protocol of Cooperation
was signed between the National Archives of India and
the Minister of Culture of the
Portuguese Republic in the
field of archives on 17th May,
2017 in Lisbon, Portugal. As
a first step under this agreement, the Torre do Tombo
(National Archives of Portugal) handed over to the National Archives of India dig-

ital copies of 62 volumes of
the collection known as
‘Moncoes do Reino’ (Monsoon
correspondence). These volumes were originally part of
over 456 volumes that cover
the period from 1568 to 1914
and form the largest of all
record collections in the Goa
State Archives. The collection consists of direct correspondence from Lisbon to

Maxfashion.com makes
its way to your doorstep

Brace yourselves for a
fashion intervention, as iconic
British fashion and lifestyle
brand - SUPERDRY comes to
Vadodara with an exclusive
Pop Up at Inorbit Mall. The
international cult label creates 'future classic' garments
inspired by fusing vintage
Americana and high-impact
Japanese imagery with a British twist.
Characterized by its use of
quality fabrics, unique detailing, world leading handdrawn graphics and tailored
fits with diverse styling,
Superdry will host a Pop Up
store for all fashion lovers in
the city to shop their latest
Spring Summer17 collection

including stylish apparels,
accessories and footwear for
both men and women.
Head to the SUPERDRY
Pop Up this summer for those
of you who want to feel amazing in what you wear and appreciate style, quality and attention to detail!
Commenting on the Pop
Up, Manu Sharma, Business
Head, Superdry, said, "Gujarat
is a cultural hub for fashion
and Superdry is excited to
partner with Inorbit Mall for
this unique pop up set up in
Vadodara. We are confident
that Superdry will add a new
dimension to the customer
retail experience with its cult
product offering". (4-5)

Leading ethnic wear
brand Soch announces the
much awaited Red Dot Sale
in all outlets across India from
June 15th 2017 till July 31st,
2017. The sale features a variety of elegant sarees, salwar
kameez, kurtis, kurti suits,
readymade cocktail blouse,
tunics and bottoms for
women at unbeatable prices.
The exclusive Red Dot
Sale brings a wide range of
designer ethnic wear from its
existing collections and fresh
designs brought in especially
for this limited offer. The Red
Dot sale include season's best
sellers such as the irresistible
Nicci, Yana, Ziva, Samara,
Evita, Alyssa collections which
will be available on discount

during this period. The offer
showcases an array of ethnic
wear that is both stylish, yet
traditional with intricate designs and bright vibrant
colors.
The sale also features the
brand's new ravishing line of
collections –Evita, Ilana,
Amaya, Reya, Mia and Nadia,
a splendid range of kurtis,
sarees, salwars, kurti suits
and unstitched material
which is available on MRP
during this period. Grab the
season’s latest collections at
great deals and indulge in the
trendy ethnic wear by Soch.
The Red Dot Sale is also running on the brand's e-commerce platform www.soch.in
(11-8)

BookMyShow now live with
its Blockbuster Week

Most Indians Check Their Credit Score
Regularly According to TransUnion CIBIL
TransUnion surveyed
1,002 urban consumers in
India about their credit and
financial habits. The results
of the survey indicate that
nearly three quarters (74
percent)of consumers who
took the survey check their
credit score at least twice per
year.
Respondents reported
several motivations for checking their credits score. Nearly
a third (29 percent) of the
survey participant who have
checked said they did so primarily to improve it, while
another 28 percent checked
in preparation for taking a
loan or opening a new credit
card.
“Checking your CIBIL
score and report before ap-

plying for a loan or credit line
is an important step, but that
should not be the only approach to credit management,” said Mr. Hrushikesh
Mehta, Vice President and
Head of TransUnion CIBIL’s
Direct-to-Consumer business.
“To be truly financially healthy,
monitoring the information in
your credit report should be
treated as a credit health
management exercise and
should be done on a regular
basis.”
The survey results suggest
that, in general,urban Indian
consumers care about achieving or maintaining good or excellent credit scores – a score
of 750 or higher - even though
they do not necessarily understand how it is used. (19-10)

World Television Premiere of ‘Naam
Shabana’ on 24th June at 9 PM

A h m e d a b a d ,
BookMyShow, India’s largest
online
entertainment
ticketing brand, has kick
started its Blockbuster Week
from June 16, 2017 till June
26, 2017. As part of this,
BookMyShow, the preferred
movie ticketing platform for
millions of movie buffs in the
country, is offering flat discounts and assured gifts on
all movie ticket bookings on
its platforms during this period.
The offer is valid in select
cities in Gujarat including
Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar,
Rajkot, Surat and Vadodara.
All users in these cities who
purchase minimum of two
movie tickets in a single
transaction can avail flat INR
150 off or 50% off on the

transaction (whichever is
lower) by using promo code
MOVIES. BookMyShow users
who purchase movie snacks
worth Rs. 300 and above on
its platforms during the transaction will also automatically
get an additional Rs. 75 off.
Not just this, all users will also
get an assured Rs. 750 off on
domestic flights from
MakeMyTrip.
Blockbuster Week gets
even bigger. At the end of the
offer period, all users who
have transacted during the
offer period will enter a lucky
draw that will determine the
winners for bumper prizes:
three lucky winners will win
an all-expenses paid trip to
Thailand and five users will be
owners of an all new OnePlus
5 mobile phone.(19-10)

KTM hosts successful edition of
Orange Day in Ahmedabad

Baby, the blockbuster film
starring Akshay Kumar that
released in 2015, threw light
on India’s secret intelligence
agency R.A.W like never before. Chronicling a thrilling
journey of undercover
agents, the film had a strong
female character, Shabana,
who was an integral part of
the squad. While she garnered applause for her
impactful performance in her
limited screen time, her story
remained unknown. This
year, Bollywood had its first
official spin-off to Baby in
Naam Shabana. The film
back-tracks the journey of
Shabana from being a simple girl to a secret agent and
showcases a unique story of
courage, determination and
fearlessness. Zee Cinema, the
World’s Largest Theatre for

Hindi Movies, will air the
World Television Premiere of
‘Naam Shabana’ on Saturday,
24th June at 9 PM.
Written by Neeraj Pandey
and directed by Shivam Nair,
the film stars Taapsee Pannu
in the title role. Akshay Kumar
who headed Team Baby plays
a critical role in the film.
Naam Shabana brings back
the National award-winning
duo of Akshay Kumar-Neeraj
Pandey for the fourth time after delivering films like Special 26, Rustom and Baby.
With a credible ensemble of
Manoj Bajpayee, Anupam
Kher, Danny Denzongpa and
Prithviraj Sukumaran, the
movie boasts of well-choreographed stunts, impactful dialogues and a hard hitting narrative to keep you on the
edge. (19-8)

Ahmedabad, KTM, the
European Racing Legend, organized yet another successful version of “Orange day” for
its customers and motorcycle
enthusiasts of Ahmedabad.
The “Orange day” is conceptualized to make the customer
experience the genes of the
KTM bikes. It gives the KTM
owner a formidable exposure
to the powerful performance
of their Dukes and RCs and
also an opportunity to interact with the fellow KTM owners on a race track.
With more than 250 world
championship titles in the various categories, including the
consecutive 15 prestigious
Dakar rally titles, racing is an
integral part of the KTM
brand. Their core racing philosophy is demonstrated in the
way the bikes are designed.

By using light but high
strength alloy components,
KTM bikes have one of the
best power to weight ratio in
its class.
The “Orange Day” was
hosted at “Sabarmati River
Front Parking, Opp NID Coll,
Sardar Bridge, Paldi,
Ahmedabad. The event
started at 5.30.PM with the
riders registering themselves
for a performance session. A
classroom session was organized by an expert on how to
extract the most out of their
KTMs, this was followed up
by a demonstration on the
track and an opportunity for
the riders to savor their biking experience. There were
separate races organized for
the 200 Duke customers as
well as for RC 200 customers. (19-10)

The Landmark Group,
multinational conglomerate
based in Dubai, UAE has
launched an e-commerce
website ‘www. maxfashion.
com’. Max Fashion has undergone a digital transformation
to simplify the shopping experience for its customers.
Maxfashion.com is also available as an app on Android
and iOS. The website has also
launched a mobile friendly
version
(www.lite.
MaxFashion.com), which is 5
times faster and consumes 3
times less data. It supports
all modes of payment like
Cash on delivery, Net Banking, Debit card, Credit card
and
Wallets
(Paytm,
JioMoney and Mobikwik) to
ensure safe transactions.
“We are excited to launch
our e-commerce platform as
it sets a new spin to our dig-

Indian Delegation
at 2017 BIO International Convention

The Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)
BIO 2017 is being held in the
San Diego Convention Centre, San Diego from 19th June
t0 22nd June, 2017. The Indian delegation taking part in
the BIO 2017, is being led by
Shri Y S Chowdary, Minister
of State for Science & Technology and Earth Sciences. As
a part of his program, the
Minister visited Jacob School
of Engineering, University of
California San Diego Campus
on 19th June, 2017 to interact with Indian students and
the local faculty, many of
whom have roots in India.
While welcoming Shri
Chowdary, Dr. Albert Pisano,
Dean, Jacob School of Engineering, University of California San Diego stressed the
need of collaboration with
India in various fields related
to Science & Technology. Dr.
Pisano highlighted the high
end scientific growth in Indian Academia and stressed
the need for growth of technologies such as point of care
diagnostics and lab on chip
diagnostics for infectious diseases prevalent in the country. He also said that UCSD
had its strengths in the area
of Stem Cell engineering and
emphasized that it could be
a potential area of collaboration, besides areas like maternal health and geriatrics.
Shri Chowdary in his address highlighted various aspects that have been the
guiding factor in the advances of research and development and said that the
key words are affordability
and sustainability as both
these had a huge potential
in Indian scenario. He said
that India need not be dependent on reverse technology based research as the
talent is over flowing with
original research that is primarily an outcome of the
various forms of handholding
by the government in promoting research in the country. He urged the students to
be future players for initiating start-ups in the areas of
potential growth and informed the audience that the
Indian Government had several prestigious schemes like
Ramalingaswamy Fellowship; DST Inspire, DBT-Welcome Trust Fellowship and
IYBA to name a few among
such schemes that facilitate
the re-entry of Indian researchers working abroad
into India who are desirous
of pursuing post-doctoral research in the country.

ital strategy. It has become
integral for all players in the
retail industry to create an
omni channel experience for
their customers and Landmark Group took this decision
to keep up with the current
trend. The new website and
mobile application will help us
reach out to our customers
in a more convenient manner.
Our revenue growth has increased to 34 % in the past
10 years and we expect to
grow more as we engage
around 9 million customers
through maxfashion.com,”
says Mr. Vasanth Kumar, Executive Director, Max Fashion.
Max gets one per cent of
its business from online but
over the next 5-6 years, the
brand hopes to achieve a
healthy single digit contribution through online. (11-8)

Goa and is important primary
source for the study of the
Portuguese expansion in Asia,
their trade rivalries with the
Arabs and European powers
and their relations with
neighbourings Kings in South
Asia and East Asia. In 1777,
these 62 volumes, consisting
of over 12,000 documents,
pertaining to the period from
1605 to 1651 were shifted
from Goa to Lisbon where
these were subsequently
printed in under the title
‘Documentos Remetidos da
India’(Documents sent from
India) by the Academy of Science at Lisbon between 1880
and 1893. The original volumes had remained in Lisbon
ever since. After 240 years,
this gap in the record series
in the collection of the Goa

State Archives was filled
when on 17 May 2017, in a
ceremony attended amongst
others, by HE K. Nandini
Singla, Ambassador of the
Republic of India to Portugal,
and Ms. Teresa Artilheiro
Ferreira, Chief of Division,
Cultural Agreements and Cooperation Programmes Unit,
Camoes, Dr Silvestre de
Almeida Lacerda, Director
General of Books, Archives
and Libraries, handed over a
set of digital images of the
missing volumes of the
Moncoes do Reino series to
his
counterpart
Mr.
Raghvendra Singh, Secretary
to the Government of India
and Director General of Archives, who led a two-member delegation to Portugal
from 15-17 May 2017.

